
Wild bass of 
West Kunderang
Despite some unfavourable weather, West Kunderang 
Recreational Retreat still provided enjoyable camping 
and some great bass fishing
Words: David Granville Photos: David Granville & Kelly Fallon
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A plump Aussie bass taken on a 
Cultiva Zip’n Ziggy.
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“Luke was rewarded with 
a couple of 40cm bass 
on surface lures”



A
s you travel around this great country 
of ours, every now and then you will 
stumble across a location that is truly 
special. You know, the kind of place 

that has you planning a return trip before you 
have even left.

We recently discovered such a location 
called West Kunderang Recreational Retreat 
and, indeed, we can’t wait to go back. West 
Kunderang is a privately owned working cattle 
property along the riverine escarpment between 
Armidale and Kempsey in north-eastern NSW. 
The magnifi cent Macleay River runs through the 
property and, best of all, it is home to a healthy 
population of wild Australian bass.

West Kunderang is not the easiest place to 
get to but I guess that is one of its appealing 

features – you know you will never be sharing 
this picturesque location with a crowd. There 
are just 12 designated campsites, which are 
all well separated so it is possible to not even 
see other campers. Each campsite features 
its own fi re pit with barbecue plates, fi rewood, 
sink, picnic table, water tank and toilet. Large, 
fl at grassed areas provide perfect campsites 
and most sites feature large trees that not only 
provide shade but somewhere to hang the solar 
shower.

The closest large town to West Kunderang is 
Armidale. Brisbane to Armidale is around a six-
hour drive, and Sydney to Armidale is around 
a seven-hour drive. You should allow at least 
another 2.5 hours from Armidale into West 
Kunderang, as your pace slows dramatically 

once you get off road. We made the journey 
from the Sunshine Coast and, although it was 
only 630km on the odometer, it was actually 10 
hours of travel, including fuel and food stops, so 
it is probably about as far as you would want to 
comfortably drive in a day.

We chose to use the coast road so we did 
not actually go through Armidale. Instead we 
passed through Ebor and turned onto Kempsey 
Road just east of Wollomombi. Not far from the 
Kempsey Road turn-off is “Biston Park”, where 
you pick up the gate keys to access West Kun-
derang Recreational Retreat.

There’s about 20km of well-graded dirt road 
before you turn onto Raspberry Road for the 
fi nal 20km leg into West Kunderang. This is a 
pretty drive, with a mix of unspoilt bushland and 

Monitor lizards frequent West 
Kunderang so it pays to pack up 

your food.

A bit of 4WD fun fi lls in time while 
waiting for river levels to drop.

The Rosco Caninghi is a stable and
comfortable platform for two anglers.
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Each campsite features a fi re pit 
for cooking a meal or boiling the 
billy.
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pockets of rainforest. The last 6km into West 
Kunderang is where the drive gets more inter-
esting, with steep descents requiring low range 
4WD to be engaged. It isn’t super challenging 
four-wheel-driving but we were glad to see 
the rolling pastures once we reached the bot-
tom. Towing an off-road camper trailer in is no 
problem, but information on the road should be 
sought before tackling that road with a caravan. 
In dry conditions it should be fine.

On this particular trip we left just prior to 
Brisbane receiving the deluge that resulted in 
the shocking January floods. Although it rained 
the entire way down, the rainfall had been mini-
mal at West Kunderang and the sun even came 
out for us to set up camp, which was nice.

On this trip, apart from myself were my wife 
Robyn and our dog Flash, and we were joined 
by Luke and Kelly Fallon. Luke and Kelly had 
been to West Kunderang several times before 
and it was their tales of spectacular countryside 
and regular encounters with monster bass that 
lured us down on this occasion. We were also 
lucky enough to have West Kunderang’s owner 
Cindy McRae and her partner Max Graham 
staying at the retreat, too, so they were able to 
provide us with plenty of local knowledge and 
information.

Despite the rain on the way down, we were 
excited to see the river was still crystal clear 
and flowing slowly on our arrival. In hindsight, 
we should have gone fishing straightaway but 

instead chose to get the campsite well set up 
and to start fishing the following day. This was 
indeed a mistake. We awoke the next morning 
to a raging river the colour of my morning cof-
fee. All that rain in the catchment had made its 
way down overnight and rendered the river un-
fishable.

Although it was disappointing, we weren’t 
about to pack up and go home. West Kun-
derang has plenty of other things on offer to 
keep visitors occupied, so for the next few 
days we whiled away the time by exploring the 
property, bushwalking and 4WDing. There are 
some great 4WD tracks and creek crossings, 
and Luke’s Jeep and my LandCruiser probably 
got a bit wetter than they were ever designed 

One of life’s great pleasures 
is sitting around a campfire 
after a day on the water.
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for, but it was good fun and an easy way to fill 
some time while we waited for the river to slow 
and clear.

A few days later the river had dropped con-
siderably and we decided to throw the canoes 
in and see if it was slow enough to fish. Luke 
has an Old Town Guide 147, Max has one of 
the old Coleman Scanoes, and I was trialling the 
new Rosco Caninghi. There is no way Luke and 
Kelly were going to be able to paddle against 
the fast flowing Macleay, so they jumped in the 
electric powered Scanoe with Max while Ro-
byn, Flash and I launched the Caninghi, which 
had the 55lb Minn Kota to power us along.

While it was easy making way over the shal-
low gravel beds, once we reached the deeper, 
fast flowing sections of the river there was still 
way too much current to effectively fish. Indeed, 
at one stage I had the electric going flat out and 
was barely moving, so we admitted defeat and 
returned to the campsite to sit around the fire 
and let Luke and Max tell us about the bass 

they usually catch here. When Max told us he 
caught over 30 bass to 50cm the day before we 
arrived, it was obvious the fish were here. We 
just needed the river to let us get at them.

Next morning I decided to have a sleep in, 
and was boiling the billy when Luke and Kelly 
came strolling across the paddock with rods in 
hand. They had decided to fish from the river-
bank and found a couple of back eddies be-
hind sunken timber, which were holding some 
fish. They were rewarded with a couple of 40cm 
bass on surface lures for their early morning ef-
forts.

With renewed enthusiasm that bass could be 
caught in these fast flowing waters, we decided 
to hike to the Apsley – another river that joins 
the Macleay a few kilometres upstream – in the 
hope of slower, cleaner water. Although it was 
an invigorating hike, unfortunately the Apsley 
was no different in appearance. Luke did man-
age another solid bass on the walk back, but 
again it seemed the river was winning this race.

As it was our last day we had no choice 
but to hit the river again to get our fix from that 
iconic little Aussie sportfish smashing our sur-
face lures. With Max on the electric the whole 
time, and Luke and I casting, we worked our 
way up the main pool next to the campgrounds. 
This pool obviously gets hit more than the more 
remote stretches of river but, even so, we finally 
got to experience a sample of the hot bass fish-
ing that the upper Macleay is famous for. Short 
casts tight against the riverbank, under over-
hangs and adjacent to structure was the order 
of the day, and not surprisingly if you did man-
age to get your surface plug twitching in the 
zone it got annihilated.

While the bite on poppers and stickbaits is 
spectacular, the hook-up rate isn’t that great. 
Let’s face it though, it is all about the bite, and 
whether you hook him or not doesn’t really mat-
ter. Just knowing you managed to dissect the 
heavy cover and get your lure in the zone, to 
watch it get wacked of the surface is reward 

Walking the riverbank can also 
provide productive bass fishing.

Access for off-road trailers is no 
problem but check conditions 

before bringing in a caravan.

Designated campsites at West 
Kunderang are first class.

West Kunderang is a working cattle 
property so always leave gates as 
you find them.



Max Graham from West Kunderang 
Recreational Retreat guides Luke 
Fallon to a nice wild bass.

Remnants from a bygone era.
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enough. There is no doubt that these wild bass 
are far more aggressive than their impound-
ment cousins also.

In that last session Luke and I managed to 
release 10 bass to 40cm in around two hours 
of casting, and I reckon we had three times as 
many bites. The key on this occasion was hav-
ing Max on the electric to hold us in position, 
but normally when the river is flowing at a far 
more leisurely pace you are able to paddle from 
snag to snag, drift and cast without even need-
ing the electric. I am definitely looking forward 
to coming back when conditions are like that.

With the river starting to clear and slow, it 

would have been great to stay a few more days 
but unfortunately duty called and we had to 
head for home the following day.

It wasn’t until we got on the road and were 
diverted through Casino due to the Clarence 
River still in flood we realised just how much 
rain there had been. Then we discovered the 
devastation of the floods in Brisbane and Toow-
oomba, which had all happened while we were 
sitting in a little piece of paradise oblivious to 
the goings on just a few hundred kilometres up 
the road.

No communication can be a wonderful thing 
sometimes. That said there is a satphone on 

the property in case of emergency. When we 
saw the amount of rain that had fallen in nearby 
catchments it was surprising we got to fish at 
all, and we considered ourselves lucky to catch 
what we did.

And although the fishing was tough for us 
it did prove that this is indeed a special little 
fishery and when conditions are right it must be 
absolutely awesome fishing.

Even if the river does rise and restrict the 
fishing, it is such a pretty location with plenty to 
do that the fish can be considered just a bonus. 
I guess that is exactly why we are already plan-
ning a return visit. ATA
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Where & how
West Kunderang Recreational Retreat is about 
100km from Armidale in north-eastern NSW. It 
is a privately owned cattle property and access 
is via a locked gate. Key collection, registration 
and payment from “Biston Park” Jeogla.

Camping costs are $12.50 per adult per night. 
A $15 per vehicle road maintenance fee is also 
payable.

A NSW Recreational Fishing Licence is 
required to fi sh the Macleay River at West 
Kunderang. Licences can also be purchased at 
Biston Park.

All rubbish must be taken with you.

For more information or bookings contact 
Cindy McRae on (02) 6778 1264 or email west-
kunderang@bigpond.com

Tackle
Rods

Shimano T-Curve Tournament Light Spin

G-Loomis GL3 SJR700

Daiwa Procaster-V IM-7

Reels

Shimano Sustain 1000

Daiwa Certate 2500

Daiwa Tierra 2000

Line

10lb Powerpro

10lb P-Line

Leader

12lb Nitlon

12lb Rock Leader

Lures

Cultiva Zip’n Ziggy

Cultiva Gobo Popper

Luckycraft Sammy

Megabass DogX Junior

Jitterbugs

Guides

Fish’n’Trips’n’Tips

Jon Galletly, 0411 231 591,
www.fi shntripsntips.com.au


